
Single Player Mode Single Player Mode 

The water level is rising, Noah must save as many species as possible and only you can 
help him. Do your best and maybe he will let you have a place on the Ark.

SetupSetup

1 1 Choose the animals according to the difficulty desired.   
- Beginner : remove all animals marked 4+ and 5+.    
- Advanced : remove all animals marked 5+.    
- Expert : play with all animals. 

2 2 Carefully shuffle the selected animals and make a draw pile. Any removed animals 
are replaced in the box. 
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3 3 Place the board in the center of the table. 

4 4 Place 5 ferries around the board and place the Noah token on one of them. The 
remaining 3 ferries are placed in the center of the board.  
 

5 5 Draw the first two animals from the deck.



Game TurnGame Turn

The player performs the following actions in order :

• play a card from their hand, following the two golden rules of the basic game (gender 
and weight), and apply the effect of the card if it has one ;

• move Noah according to the indications on the card played ;
• draw a card.
•	•	

Forming a coupleForming a couple
If you manage to load a male and a female of the same species consecutively on the 
same ferry, you draw two cards at the end of the turn instead of one.

Filling a ferryFilling a ferry
If you load an animal and the total sum is exactly 21 (or 13, if there is a woodpecker in 
the ferry), the ferry immediately sets sail to the Great Ark (the cards are set aside), and 
it is replaced by a ferry from the center of the board. If there are no more ferries in the 
center, it is not replaced, and the player cannot use that loading zone when moving Noah.

The first time you move a ferry, discard the first card from the deck, the second time, 
discard the first two cards, and so on.



Animal effectsAnimal effects

Playing a giraffePlaying a giraffe
The giraffe has adapted to the game mode, thanks to its long neck it is able to see far, 
which allows you to look at the next 3 cards in the deck and replace each of them either 
on or under the deck, in the order of your choice.

Playing a lionPlaying a lion
The lion is irritated by all the commotion and his influence on the other animals can be 
useful to you. When you play him, you may choose any animal on a ferry and replace it 
on top of the deck (note that you may not remove an animal if doing so would violate the 
golden rule about animal genders).

Playing a woodpecker, a mule, or a snailPlaying a woodpecker, a mule, or a snail
They haven’t changed a bit ! Apply the same effects as in the basic game.

End of gameEnd of game

The game can end in two ways :

• You cannot play according to the rules (gender, weight or moving Noah). Count 
the remaining tears in your hand and in the deck to determine just how sad Noah 
is... You can do better next time !     
 

• The deck is empty and you have no more cards in your hand, all the animals leave for 
the Great Ark, this is a victory and you have the congratulations of Noah.


